Chicago District Golf Association
Scouting Report 8-14-13
Well, I think I deserve some credit for bringing the best weather in four years – I can’t do much more to make life easier
on the 1st of August! These last two weeks have been fantastic for turf and for golf and anyone that had an issue should
be starting to see some serious recovery. As always this can change so continue to expect the unexpected! The date
August 15th has been mentioned many times and it is now less than two weeks away with good weather forecast for at
least 10 of those days. In many places I suspect grass should be basically jumping out of the ground!
To that end, while no one has made any comments about the roughs, they have been very healthy this year and so the
push will continue to keep them under control. Financially they are costly from a labor and equipment standpoint. In
many golf clubs the roughs will cause some discomfort for managers, the season opens and roughs are growing very
well, this leads to complaints about the rough being too thick. Managers understand that the push of growth early will
recede and with heat building many rough areas will thin out and leave them in trouble later in the summer. Fertilization
in the spring is common to try and combat this – and hopefully a slow release fertilizer is the only source of nutrition at
that time. The issue however is playability, and so huge consideration must be given to turf health, balancing speed of
play, difficulty and fairness of the golf course. However, this year, the climate has meant that your growth did not slow
dramatically and roughs have stayed thick and very healthy. If you don’t believe the complaints, walk the course, it
always teaches you more than riding, also play it – you like the members will find the spots for sure. Communication
with the members and architect is key to solving the problem long term.
Climate:
The very favorable conditions continued this week, with low temperatures getting down into the low fifties and many
turfgrass managers indicating they are very happy with where they are with their golf course right now. The soil
temperatures continued their general decline though not as rapidly as we would probably like to see (Figure 1). The
interesting data is in comparison to last year and how comfortable we are in comparison both on the low and high
temperature end (Figure 2). It has been a great year for many superintendents and when you remember that there is
now such variation in climates from year to year you take all the help you can get!
The temperatures will have resulted in a range of benefits, including water use and reductions in inputs.
Superintendents have been able to put some of the normal required control products back into the shed as the fear of
losing the golf course overnight has subsided somewhat from a disease perspective. Roots in some places have actually
begun to look a lot better and while the temperatures are not ideal yet, the general downward trend and forecasted
lows in the 60’s for the next week in off the lake will result in some excellent playing conditions and healthy turf. This is
without doubt a long way from the last three years.
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Sunshine Course (Lemont - a southwest Chicago suburb)
Figure 1. Temperatures at Sunshine Course, Lemont, Illinois, July 2013.
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Figure 2. Average July temperatures at Sunshine Course Lemont, IL 2012 and 2013
From a moisture standpoint we are in excellent shape compared to last year. This week rainfall came for the most part
in a format which the soil could take with little runoff events. Thursday night into Friday morning did see some courses
in the western suburbs get w Many of you saw rainfall in some form over the month and the soil conditions are much
more settled in general with last year’s extreme drought gone (Picture 1).
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Picture 1. Drought monitor data from 2012 and 2013. © US Drought Monitor www.droughtmonitor.unl.edu

The rainfall events this week have been consistent (Figure 3). This has been helpful to keep back problems with localized
dry spot at bay. It has however called some problems in trying to maintain consistent green speeds. The rainfall has
meant that resistance to ball roll increases and there is little that you can do. Double cutting and rolling is all you can do
but it is difficult to maintain consistency in that weather. Total rain fall for July at Sunshine Course finished at 2” which is
2” behind the long term average; however we are still in good condition from earlier in the year.
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Figure 3. Precipitation at Sunshine Course, Lemont, Illinois, July 2013.
The rainfall has also coincided with increases in cloud cover of course. This has had a resulting knock on somewhat on
how light has been hitting the turfgrass canopy. Conditions were helping with high intensity days followed by low light
intensity days’ meaning the turfgrass was not constantly in light stress, aiding in the production of high quality surfaces
(Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Sunlight at Sunshine Course, Lemont, Illinois, July 2013

Humidity levels are not necessarily declining which is why despite the low temperatures we are still seeing dollar spot
pressure. If temperatures show serious decline later in the month and it stays as humid as it has then we may see some
issues will diseases which would be extremely abnormal for this time of the year. The rainfall has also driven the
humidity and periods of wetness on the leaves to so really long periods of time (Figure 5).
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Figure 6. Total daily hours above 90% humidity, July 2013, at Sunshine Course, Lemont IL
In central Illinois, managers may have been dealing with very similar helpful turfgrass growing conditions. Rainfall
(Figure 7) did almost meet the total amount of water lost for the week and so irrigation requirements should have been
somewhat minimal.
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Figure 7. Daily rainfall events July 2013, at Peoria CC, Peoria County, IL
Temperatures (Figure 8) have also followed the downward trend and this will have helped roots and recovery going into
August.
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Figure 8. Maximum and minimum air temperatures July 2013, Peoria CC, Peoria County, IL
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Humidity levels and ET values also correlated again well this week (Figure 9) and if you have a weather station which
produces this data, do not be afraid to use it – the precision that goes into the penman-montieth equation which drives
some irrigation system. There are 8 parameters in the calculation including humidity, wind speed, temperature and
canopy type amongst other things.
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Figure 9. Daily evapotranspiration rates and % relative humidity July 2013, at Peoria CC, Peoria County, IL
So in review, July has with the one week exception been very good for growing turfgrass and early forecast for August
looks excellent as well.
Disease
Dollar spot pressure has returned pretty strongly for many of us, particularly in the rough areas. Some managers have
really not dealt with it too much but it has been the biggest issue this year. Some anthracnose has been reported but for
the most part many people have been in good shape. Issues seem to be abiotic more so than biotic which has been a
good sign. No reports of brown patch or pythium have popped up as could be expected. Some possible further issues
with summer patch (Picture 2) have shown up also but the issue seems to be very small.
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Picture 2. Possible summer patch issues on a Chicago golf course this week.

Insects:
It seems the insects may be starting to show their effect somewhat. Billbugs were picked up in non-treated areas this
week (Picture 3). The circles being related to the fact the insect doesn’t fly very well thus a pattern similar to leprechaun
sized crop circles!!! Many products from biological, to parasitic nematodes have potential to help with the problem.
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Picture 3. Billbug damage, with shredded leaf bases on the left and circular damage on the right.

Weeds:
Weed control seems to have started to run out with some broad leaves starting to show up. Grassy weeds such as
nutsedge Cyperus spp were also spotted this week. Control will depend on budget, demand and location of the problem
control may be required.
Management strategies:
Projects are probably on your mind already and it’s something that can be part of you making a difference for the
membership and turf health while also aiding your day to day management. I think there are always some good steps to
think about when looking at your projects and what you think you will do.
Looking at budget should be first and foremost of course. If your idea is not under budget or within it, show some
ingenuity and look to create options that will achieve the impression that is desired by the membership.
Do make sure if you are doing anything with a water course to check if there is a conversation you may need to have
with the corps of engineers. It may save you a lot of hassle afterwards.
Ensure that the idea you have is going to create turf health benefits. Do not create problems with your membership
because you think that filling in a bunker will stop flooding issues, it may be a soil issue and thus you will possibly lose
some credibility if you fill in a bunker to divert surface water and end up creating a flood on the next hole.
The toughest issue is to remember that you have to balance your desire to have healthy turf, while members may not
have the desire to change their course, ensure that if you have a project in mind that you collect data on the problem
area to show why you think it needs to be changed. Plan how you can do it while offering minimal disruption to the
course and be able to show contingency plans if climate does not cooperate with the project. If it’s a physical change in
the topography you will also need to talk to the architect as well to create a solution.
Research:
This week I attended the Wisconsin field day where we gathered that in low maintenance turf, Kentucky bluegrass is
always most competitive in the region. Higher heights of cut with low nitrogen inputs even if sown to other grass

varieties such as tall fescue or fine fescues will end up with stands of Kentucky bluegrass over time according to Dr.
Soldat. Not putting down fertilizer will lead to greater weed competition also.
Bill Kreuser told us that he has found in a three site study that pigments offer a benefit to oxidative stress (Picture 3). He
also felt that pigments offer better turfgrass health and that there is definitely more work to be done with the products
so that we can pinpoint best use times.
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Picture 3. Various pigment products at the University of Wisconsin turfgrass field day.
Bruce Schweiger and Dr. Paul Koch were definitive in regards to low maintenance fescue areas – the statement is – ‘no
mow is not no maintenance’ and so cost effectiveness must be considered going forward. Aesthetics however may be
overriding the issue so take that into consideration. Bruce also indicated putting down nitrogen sources with a large fast
release component without phosphorous is conducive to unsuccessfully producing a good stand with excellent seed
head color. Finally, they are also working on weed control, however success will depend on weed type – Orchardgrass
Dactylis glomerata and Quackgrass Agropyron repens are probably going to need glyphosate. Bruce also indicated that
he had found benefit during the extreme heat in changing the depth of the pins on the moisture probe from 3 to 1.5
inches.
Controlling ants can be haphazard according to Dr. Chris Williamson, while we can get good knock down of the worker
ants , finding the nest is another story altogether and when we can get to the queen, then we can get complete control.
It seems according to Dr. Koch that rust has begun to show its head somewhat and so he is starting on a large project to
identify its epidemiology, look at control and look for susceptibility to it in new cultivars.
FINALLY!!!!!!
League Table has had some movement as the competition heats up!
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The answer which many people got was urine – however the disappointing issue was the fact that it was created by a
two legged entity rather than a four legged one…………
This week we have a slightly more mundane picture! What CAUSED this?? Answers to enangle@cdga.org

Dr. Lee Miller’s most recent report is linked below dated 7-25-13

http://turfpath.missouri.edu/reports/update07_25_13.cfm.

As always if you have a question or query please do not hesitate to ask and you can call or email.
Ed Nangle PhD
Director of Turfgrass Programs
Chicago District Golf Association
11855 Archer Ave
Lemont, IL 60439
P 630.685.2307
C 630.423.1925
Twitter @turfresearch
www.cdgaturf.org

